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Dear ECHA Members,
the general aims of the European Council
for High Ability (ECHA) are to promote
research, development and education in
the field of high ability. These aims were
unchanged in the last decades and, in
my opinion, for good reasons; this is still
necessary, in Europe and actually, in the
whole world.
Everybody can be a member of ECHA
and the members of ECHA are those who
decide where to go and what to do with
this organization. They decide who are the
members of the General Committee, and
who can preside. I’m very grateful that you
trust me to be the next ECHA president.
I accepted the nomination because my
professional aims conform to the aims
of ECHA. I have been an ECHA member
since the nineties of the last century and
have been a committee member from
2010 – 2018, during which time I was
the secretary for four years. Occasionally
I grumbled about ECHA, because of
what happened, or, more often, what
didn’t happen. The Germans have a nice
expression for this phenomenon: ‘Was
sich liebt, das neckt sich’; (teasing is a sign
of affection).
I am succeeding a wonderful man, whose
presidency is an example for me, Peter
Csermely. Meeting him has been very
enriching for me. His personality and
wisdom are inimitable. So, although I am
happy to succeed him, I will miss him as
our president and hope that, although
he made a huge career change and will
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be busy as always (and even more, as I
understood), I am allowed to, only now
and then, ask for his wise advice. Actually,
without asking him, he already offered
this to me. Thank you so much, Peter!
Why is it necessary to have an organization
like ECHA? Why would we aim for more
research, development and education in
the field of high ability? Obviously, we
all feel that improvement in this area is
possible, and important. We experience
that there are still too many talents
not seen. Due to a lack of knowledge,
potentially talented people lack the
means and the environment to develop
those talents, which is sad for them, but
also sad for the world, that so much needs
wise, talented people to solve the many
problems we encounter.
So how can we contribute to improve
that situation? We need people to know,
and therefore we need more research.

And we need people to know about this
research. Conferences like our own ECHA
conference are a wonderful opportunity
to share research results and discuss them.
It is a great opportunity for researchers
and practitioners to meet each other.
Researchers and practitioners listen to
each other (something that should happen
more often) and learn from each other.
ECHA’s scientific journal, High Ability
Studies (HAS), is one of the most important
journals in Gifted Education. It provides a
forum for scholars in a variety of disciplines
associated with the development of
human abilities to their highest level. It is a
medium for the promotion of high ability,
whether through the communication of
scientific research, theory, or the exchange
of practical experience and ideas. So
please, if you are a researcher or scientist
practitioner, submit your articles to HAS.
>>> page 2
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Another medium of ECHA is the ECHA
newsletter, which you are reading now.
Share your practices; let other people
know what is happening in your country
considering gifted education and care.
I see a special role here for the ECHA
correspondents, who represent their
country in ECHA. I hope to meet you all
in person during the conference in Porto.
In the meantime, let us know what is
happening in your country.
As all the ECHA presidents before me,
I have many plans and my fingers are
itching to start. Of course, Peter is not
the only giant on whose shoulders I’m
standing. I’m in contact with Joan Freeman,
founding president of ECHA, an incredible
scholar, therapist and good friend. I’m so
honoured that she was one of the persons
who nominated me for this presidency. So
did Franz Mönks, first elected president
of ECHA, who I have known since I was a
student and who accompanied my entire
professional career. Unfortunately, we
have to miss him since his death last
March. I will remember, and use, all I
learned from him. And so I will from the
experiences of our former presidents
Kirsi Tiri, under whose presidency I was a
General Committee member, and former
president Javier Touron, with whom I still
work together.
I will take this position seriously, especially
my main task, which is ‘listening to you’.
Please let me know your suggestions to
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meet even better the aims we have. As
I said, I also have my own aims, which I
will discuss with my dear and competent
colleagues in the general committee,
Albert, Colm, Elisabet, Georgia and Szilvia,
and with you.
We will continue supporting the ETSN, the
European Talent Support Network, which
was initiated by Peter Csermely, and
which became a foundation itself, with
whom ECHA will continue to cooperate.
The same goes for the cooperation with
the youth platform; it is of the utmost
importance that young people are active
in this area and they deserve all our
support.
I would like to follow up on the contacts
Peter Csermely made in the European
Parliament. I want to make them even
more conscious of the importance of what
we are doing, and ask for action.
I will leave the ECHA Education Board,
which will continue its important work.
In 2018, the first teacher training courses
received the ECHA Qualification, which
means that these courses meet the
requirements of ECHA and that people
completing these courses receive the
ECHA diploma or certificate and can call
themselves ECHA Specialists or ECHA
Practitioners in Gifted Education. Until
now, seven courses received one of these
qualifications; three in Austria, one in
Germany, one in Switzerland and two in

the Netherlands. I ask the Education Board,
but also you as members, to encourage
teacher training courses in other countries
to apply for the qualification, to be sure to
have qualified ECHA Masters, Specialists
and Practitioners all around Europe, or,
even better, all around the world.
Last but not least, I already mentioned
the need for more solid research in the
area of gifted education and care. I will
discuss with the general committee how
ECHA could support and encourage this
research even more. I would like to discuss
an earlier idea to form an interest group
of PhD students and young researchers,
whose research is in the area of gifted
education and care, who can support each
other. If anyone has ideas about this or is
willing to be active in such a group, please
let me know.
To conclude, I want to stress again that my
role as the president of ECHA is a serving
role. I am representing you, meaning that
I need you, your ideas, and your opinions.
Therefore, please, be an active member
and let me know what we, as a general
committee, can do to meet the aims that
we as ECHA have.
Thank you very much.

Lianne Hoogeveen, President of ECHA
Contact: l.hoogeveen@acsw.ru.nl
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Editorial
ANNETTE HEINBOKEL, GERMANY

ECHA has got a new president. First of all, I’d
like to thank Peter Csermely for all the work
he has done for ECHA. For me, working
with him as the editor of ECHA News was
easy, especially as I always got a VERY quick
answer when I had a question concerning
the News. – I wish Lianne Hoogeveen good
luck with all her plans for ECHA. I am
curious what’s going to change in the next
couple of months and years.
What stands out in this issue of ECHA News
is homeschooling. There are two articles,
one from Germany, the other one from
Poland. Besides because of the pandemic
caused by Corvid 19, schools all over
Europe – and the rest of the world – were
closed not only for weeks but for months.
I suggested to Peter Csermely to ask the
National Correspondents if homeschooling
had been allowed in their country BEFORE
lockdown. Fortunately I got an answer from
most of the countries that had a National
Correspondent or at least an ECHA member.
It is well known that homeschooling is
allowed outside Europe world-wide, e.g. in
the United States and in Australia, where
ECHA does have members. I’d like to leave
their reports to the next issue of ECHA
News.
Two other important texts deal with the
problem of ‘double exceptionality’. It means
intellectual giftedness combined with a
problem that prevents the children and
youngsters from achieving. The problems
and the reasons for the problems are
very different and can be hard to detect.
Eleonoor van Gerven describes how she
trains teachers to support children.
There can even be more than one problem
a gifted child can have. Adam Boddison
and Denise Yates wrote a book together on
‘Dual and Multiple Exceptionality (DME)’.
It will be helpful for practitioners and for
parents as well.

Rebecca Lerve and Geraldine Townend
from Australia busted a myth: not all gifted
children can or want to work independently.
They need personal contact and support
the same as every child, only in a different
way.
Getting back to homeschooling
While still living in Poland, Marie Curie had
an agreement with her older sister Bronia:
She would earn money by working as a
governess and support her sister’s studies
in Paris. This lasted for more than two years.
Bronia supported her sister later when she
herself had finished studying.
In Germany homeschooling - which in
German is called ‘Hausunterricht’ (house
teaching) - was allowed before WW II. It
was the usual way of learning on the large
estates in the east, but also for other wellto-do families all over Germany. Marion
Gräfin Dönhoff, journalist and long-time
editor of the weekly Die ZEIT, the youngest
of eight siblings, was homeschooled. In
her biography she wrote that being the
youngest her parents had ‘sort of lost
interest in her schooling’. Instead she
learned a lot about all the work needed
on a large estate. The children often had
English or French governesses during the
first years. Marion’s older brother spoke
French before he learned German. Later
she was sent to live with relatives in Berlin
where she went to school and had to catch
up with what she had missed before.
Since the end of the war, homeschooling
has been strictly forbidden in the Federal
Republic of Germany (the west), in the
German Democratic Republic (the east) it
was never a topic. There are rare exceptions,
e.g. when a child was too ill to attend
school, or for a short time when children
were actors is a film.

1 Heinbokel, Annette (2004) Hausunterricht – Fernunterricht für Hochbegabte, aber nicht nur ... in:
Labyrinth Nr. 80, Mai 2004, S. 11-16 (part 1) / Labyrinth Nr. 81, August 2004, S.19-28 (part 2)

Other rare exceptions:
Anne Sophie Mutter, the violonist, was
so exceptionally musically gifted that the
state of Baden-Württemberg allowed her
to be homeschooled. - Anja Silja, a classical
soprano, was taught by her grandfather,
who looked after his granddaughter when
the parents divorced. He simply didn’t hold
with schools. In her case it was illegal,
they frequently had to move so they
weren’t found by authorities1. - The twins
Bill and Tom Kaulitz of the band Tokio
Hotel became famous before finishing
compulsory schooling. They used distance
learning to prepare for a middle school
exam. In 2009 they got a prize for being
‘distance learner of the year’. However, they
had to move to another German state as
their own wouldn’t allow them to learn
that way.
When Germany went into lockdown in
March, ‘Hausunterricht’ was a MUST from
one day to the next. What I found really
funny: everybody suddenly uses the
English expression ‘homeschooling’, which
now is maybe not A GOOD THING, but a
necessary one.
Some schools and some teachers had
already experience with using the internet
to communicate with their pupils, to teach
and to learn that way. On the whole, though,
Germany was woefully unprepared for it. In
the meantime German schools, teachers
and education authorities have increased
their knowledge, but at the beginning of
the pandemic there was a lot of chaos. I
hope that in the long run this experience
will prepare the way for homeschooling in
Germany.
Annette Heinbokel, editor
Contact: annette.heinbokel@swbmail.de
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Homeschooling – in Germany, too?
VOLKER LADENTHIN, GERMANY

1 When was schooling invented?
The school that we all attended as children or as youngsters seems
to be a matter of course. One attends school the way one takes the
bus or uses the phone. However, busses and phones were only
invented a little more than a hundred years ago. They are not selfevident. The same applies to schools.
Until 200 years ago this was a fact: children were taught at home:
During work. Children learned while working. Learning by doing.
Therefore they only learned what they could learn during their
parents’ work. Not more. They were not gebildet1 (able to think
about all the possibilities they could choose), but were shown the
ropes. It was Johann Friedrich Herbart, who called attention to
the fact that in modern societies experiences should be replaced
by teaching. That social contact with others should be replaced
by education. For him, this extension of experience and social
contacts was Bildung1. Bildung is the extension of experience and
social contacts in society through teaching and education.
Qualification and education became the conditions for the
success of societies and therefore the objective of schooling.
This objective can be achieved through force, but also through
persuasion. In Germany one still tries to achieve this aim of
qualification through force. In Switzerland, Austria or the USA they
try to achieve this objective with persuasion. There is an obligation
for qualifying. Therefore one can ask: what kind of state approved
acting corresponds with democracy, the one of force or the one
of persuasion?
2 The problems of schools
All that is history. Today parents want to teach their children at
home because they want to give them more than schools can
offer. Today it is the dedicated parents, those who are qualified,
educated and competent, who want to teach their children at
home. They refuse neither teaching nor education: they rather
want better and especially more lessons (in German state schools
about 5 per cent of lessons are cancelled, during 12 school years
that is more than half a school year2). They want more and better
education. They want to do things better than the schools do.
Despite their immense advantages schools can have a problem:
They are unable to address individual pupils. They can’t take
account of individual preconditions. At school everybody has to
learn everything at the same time at the same speed in the same
way.

4

3 Rethinking schooling
So, in modern times there is a trend if one tries to rethink schooling:
differentiation and individualisation. However, all educators have
been clear about one thing: children need to learn what they will
need later in life. It was controversial, though, how to learn that.
Homeschooling is that form of schooling that says: it’s best if
learning takes place in groups as small as possible. Individualised.
Teaching is good if everyone is able to learn in his own way. How
this is arranged is completely secondary. Because the main point
is success. The ability to live.
So homeschooling only applies to the way of learning. The goal is
the same for all the children: empowerment.
4 How are parents to react sensibly to a crisis in education?
In the meantime internationally states are thinking about Bildung.
They see that different states do not succeed in the same
way. Once again, the PISA studies have proved that. Dedicated
parents look at the PISA rankings. And many parents see that
their own country does not guarantee the best qualification
and education in their schools. Time and again this has been
especially emphasized in Germany. Empirical results, produced at
the request of the state, show that the German school system is
worse than the school systems of other countries.
The first (new) PISA study dates back to 2001 – the latest PISA
studies show that not much has changed in German schools
during the previous 20 years. “As expected, the results of the PISA
study 2018 published on Tuesday did not cause much enthusiasm
in Germany. What is especially interesting for many people is the
comparison with the results of earlier studies as well as results of
Germany in international rankings. In international comparisons
Germany still ranks above average, although the results are
worse than the previous study. Despite that German pupils lag
far behind the top nations. Besides the distance to some OECD
partners is obviously large.”3 How are parents supposed to react?
Should they do nothing and wait? Should they wait until the
national school system has been reformed? How long will it take
till all the curricula have been changed? Till all the text books
have been rewritten? Till all the teachers have been retrained?
Reforming a school system may take 10 or 20 years. By that time
their own children will have left school. Parents want the best
school for their child now. Is that a surprise?
It may occur to parents who feel competent enough to do
what schools according to the official statement cannot do
well anymore: teaching. Through the PISA studies the state
tells the parents: German schools are not as good as schools in
other countries. And they confirm: That is not going to change
quickly. So many parents start thinking. They teach their children
themselves. They complement school. They replace school. They
want something better for their children. Better than the one
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that the state according to its own statement offers in its schools.
It’s not the parents who criticised schools – in Germany the state
confirmed at federal press conferences that its schools are not as
good as they could be. It proves it with the PISA studies. Therefore
homeschooling is a very rational reaction towards what the state
itself is claiming. What it has documented with the PISA studies:
parents should take more care of their children themselves.
5 Is schooling always successful?
Qualification and education are the right of citizens – in a
democracy even the duty of citizens: in the end everyone is needed
to answer all questions of society. Therefore the state should see
to it that qualification and education are accessible for everyone.
At the same time, it cannot enforce qualification and education.
The insight and dedication of its citizens are needed. A high rate
of school leavers without qualifications show that the state does
not completely achieve its goal in its institutions. According to
the official 2020 “Report on Bildung”, in 2018 the percentage of
those who left school without a qualification increased slightly
to 7 per cent, that are almost 54.000 children4. This happens
every year. That means that at present we have about 2 million
people without a qualification in the job market. For these people
the school system has obviously failed. According to an official
statement by the state. So other forms of schooling should be
offered, at least tentatively.
6 Social contacts in society as a goal of school?
The usual argument against homeschooling in Germany is that
children must have experiences with social contacts. In 2013/14,
11 per cent of eleven year old boys and 9 per cent of girls said
that they were bullied. Among those who were 15 the figures
were boys 6 per cent and girls 8 per cent5. How would they react
towards this argument?
And something else: the modern form of schooling was invented
because accidental social contacts in society should not dictate
how one should act in life. The rules of morality that were learned
in school were supposed to replace the everyday unreflected
behaviour in life. Now the opposite is claimed: instead of the rules
of morality one should learn the everyday behaviour in social
contacts of society. That means relapsing to before the time of
the enlightenment: today schooling is supposed to teach what is
customary in society, but not what is valid on the basis of reason.
Suddenly school should have the function again to introduce
what can be learned outside school! Suddenly it should teach
again what can be learned much better outside school: social
contacts with others. If that should be the goal of school, schools
are not needed anymore – because in that case one would only
learn in school what can be learned outside school. And much
better.
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If someone says schooling is needed because there one
experiences social contacts with social groups, does not want to
do schooling anymore. He wants to adapt children to what is
customary through compulsory education … and therefore valid?
Schooling is not needed for that. Modern schools were invented
because there one could learn something that one could not
learn through everyday social contacts. In a finding concerning
compulsory education it says:
“Developing children to be responsible members of
society implies confrontation with the manifold views
and ways of life of the majority of society and learning
how to deal with them.”6
The first part of the sentence is self-evident; it describes the
function of qualification and education (which is not only the
task of school): Bildung serves the scrutinizing introduction into
culture. That’s what parents do when they take their children to
the swimming pool or the children’s theatre, use the local library,
explain the rules of behaviour, practice reading and writing, etc.
The second part of the sentence cancels the idea of schooling. It’s
directed against the idea of schooling (and the idea of Bildung).
Schooling presumes the “acquisition of social contacts” (!) with
“aspects and the way of life of the majority of society”. These
social contacts with what has been learned can only be acquired
in everyday life, not in school.
Besides: it’s neither the task of schools nor the state to interfere
with how individual citizens handle “aspects and the way of life of
the majority of society”. If 50 per cent of society watch football or
soap operas, neither schools nor the state may tell an individual
whether he should do that, too, or not. He may have to learn
how society cultivates culture: schools can ask parents to do that.
But no-one can practice with an individual how to handle what
has been learned. Here the state becomes intrusive; it wants to
prescribe how an individual has to handle the opinions of the
majority (“acquisition of social contacts”). That doesn’t work. That
is directed against the idea of a democratic and pluralistic society.
It’s problematic to phrase it like that in justifying a verdict. From
the point of educational science it’s simply wrong. It contradicts
the basic idea of Bildung. And it contradicts the basic idea of
schooling. Schooling is the extension of social contacts through
education. Not the learning of social contacts themselves.
7 Scientific evaluation
In the United States homeschooling is a mass movement: about
1.5 million children learn at home. This kind of schooling is
carefully accompanied by the state. The state provides support,
it advises parents. It tests the knowledge. It conducts final tests.
Besides independent institutes are commissioned to not only
monitor knowledge and abilities but also the social development
of the children. Heike Melas-Geiger (2020) has just analysed 30 of
>>> next page
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these studies. The result is unambiguous: there is no disadvantage
for children who learned at home. In fact, the average grades are
better. Their social behaviour is better. They don’t show deficits.
To say it again: these are studies commissioned by the state itself.
All walks of life were evaluated. And all meaningful qualifications
– including the social behaviour.
The argument that only compulsory schooling produces politically
mature citizens, is objectively wrong. There is no empirical
evidence. There is no study that proves that. It is an ideological
claim. It is a claim that can easily be disproved: in countries that
allow homeschooling there are no social noticeable problems
that can be attributed to homeschooling. The meta analysis
by Melas-Geiger shows that children who are homeschooled
develop completely normally. It also shows that they are socially
more committed because they have more time to work in NGOs
and social or environmental organisations. “In 2004 Ray (2004)
studied how far homeschooled children were successful after
leaving school; a measure for success was how much they showed
civic involvement, seized the chance of further education and
had a job, because this shows their ability to cope in their society.
He interviewed 7 000 adults and found that the majority of the
homeschooled pupils he asked were socially committed and
productive members of their community. (…) Drenovsky and
Cohen (2012) studied whether homeschooled pupils felt to be
outsiders in their first year of studying, were more depressed
and lonely compared to students who had attended an ordinary
school and had had the chance at high school to take part in
different activities. The reason for this study was that students
who are not depressed and have a positive self-esteem are more
socially active and take part in different activities at university.
The authors found that homeschooling had no negative effect
on self-esteem and the degree of depression. Just the opposite:
Pupils who had been taught at home were more content than
former pupils of regular schools (…) (see Cohen & Drenovsky). In
2013 Cheng (2014) studied at a Protestant-Christian university in
Florida how the kind of schooling effected the political tolerance
of homeschooled pupils. He used a Likert scale and found
that former homeschooled pupils were more tolerant towards
students with different ideas than students who had attended a
regular school” (Cheng 2014; Melas-Geiger 2020, p 227). It’s time
to register facts and not push them aside for ideological reasons.
Only a state that uses force thinks it’s necessary to force its citizens
to attend school. A confident state offers facilities for self-help. It
supports those who cannot help themselves. And it trusts those
who can prove that they can do something well or even better
than the state itself. That is called democracy.
What happens to those parents who want to give their children
an optimal, fitting qualification and education with their own
resources? Shouldn’t the state support them, because they relieve
the state? Shouldn’t it be happy about parents who want to look
after their children more and more intensively than other parents?
In Germany parents who want to teach their children at home are
punished. Neither Austria nor Switzerland treat dedicated parents
that way – let alone the United States. There are many other
countries where parents can apply to teach their children at home.
They must give reasons for wanting to do so and have to prove
6
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what such a qualification and education should look like. They are
in contact with the supervisory school authorities and make their
children take state exams: any arguments against that?
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Home education in Poland
MAGDALENA GIERCARZ-BORKOWSKA, POLAND

The coronavirus pandemic caused homeschooling to be one
of the most popular discussion topics among parents who first
experienced online education with their children in the first half
of 2020. Many of those parents are dissatisfied with the quality of
online lessons and believe that the necessity to spend a few hours
in front of the computer is harmful to their child’s health. They also
noticed that it is possible to learn in other forms than just regular
school attendance. This way, the home education environment
expanded from September to include many beginners.
Home education basically disappeared in Poland after WW2 and
started to grow again only in the late 90’s. While conducting
research, I found one family who’s been practicing home education
from 1952 to 1981. The spouses, Danuta and Bartłomiej Maria Boba
were all alone in their activities. From the information available to
me so far, they were the only family not sending their children
to school during the PRP (People’s Republic of Poland) times.
They practiced home education despite the law not allowing it.
The realization of their own educational vision for five children
required huge amounts of determination, battles in court and put
the whole family at risk of repressions. I go deeper into the lives
of those people in a book that will be published soon. In the year
1995, the spouses Izabela Moder-Budajczak and Marek Budajczak
(2004) started practicing home education. At that time, it was
legal to home-educate, however the laws were dead in practice.
The education officials, not knowing them and most importantly
not allowing themselves to fathom someone else “taking control”
of the child’s education, they kept piling up problems in order to
discourage the parents from realizing their intent. They were afraid
of signing documents that would allow the family to educate
their child outside of school. Their steadfastness let them realize
their plan, although many negative consequences came with it.
Gradually, other families followed – first a few, then over a dozen,
then in 2016 there were 11.000 children in home education. The
community keeps growing, paradoxically with the help from
some of the governments’ actions. The COVID-19 pandemic is
another reason for this community of 11,500 children to expand.
New data will be gathered in the Educational Information System
according to the state on 30.09.2020.
Nowadays, home education in Poland is legal, but not truly free –
the government dictates conditions on which it can be realized and
keeps control. Legal regulations concern mostly: getting a permit,
giving opinion on home education for each specific child by a
psychological and pedagogical counselling, the obligation to pass
and organize yearly classification exams, the kind of support given
to families by schools, the amount of the educational subsidy.
In the 21st century, regulations kept changing in a more liberal
way until 2016, when the Law and Justice government stopped
this trend and tightened the regulations. Currently, children can

be home educated if their parents get a permit from a school
headmaster in the same voivodship where that child lives. In order
to get that permit, the parents need to submit an application,
a statement that they can provide necessary conditions for the
child to realize the core curriculum and an obligation that the
child will be taking yearly classification exams. The school has
to supply books, an ability to take part in additional classes and
support in the form of consultations, which help prepare for the
exams. For the 2020/2021 schoolyear, because of the pandemic,
the obligation to test the child in a psychological and pedagogical
counselling and submitting their opinion has been put on hold.
The necessity to get a permit for home education stems from
the state-citizen relationship in terms of education stated in the
Constitution. Article 70 contains three simultaneous regulations,
which cause a sort of collision between the interests of the
government and civil freedoms, rights to educate one’s child
according to their own beliefs (also stated in the constitution
- art. 48 sec. 1) and also in terms of children’s rights. The three
resolutions are:
-

giving the right to learn for every citizen,
imposing an obligation to learn on people under 18 years old,
introducing a schooling obligation, which is regulated
in detail in the Education Act.

The Polish government then gives a right to learn, but
simultaneously enforces schooling in two different obligations
– the obligation to learn (until 18) and the schooling obligation
(until primary school is finished). On the one hand, the right to
learning is treated in the Constitution as one of the freedoms,
and economical, social and cultural rights meant to benefit the
individual as well as society as a whole (Piech 2016) – thus duties
accompanying it, meant to limit civil freedoms for the good of
the many (Sztejna 2005). On the other hand, though – despite
the state’s expectation of the citizens to learn is understandable
– it’s difficult to accept forcing the method of learning upon
them (Piskorski 2011). The government’s going beyond the rule
of subsidiarity fosters distrust in the people who notice, that
compulsory schooling lets the state realize many more goals
than it officially declares. Parents who don’t want their child to
be educated at school apply for a home education permit. They
have to do this, because their decision isn’t enough – there is no
escape from the schooling obligation and the obligation to learn
– the only solution is getting a permit to realize those obligations
outside of school. Although legal regulations keep changing (see
Paciorkowski 2014; Giercarz-Borkowska 2019), the decisive vote
belongs to the state, not the parents.
Homeschoolers and researchers criticize the current law for being
discriminative. Among controversial regulations, besides needing
to get a permit, the most important one from the Education Act
are:
7
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1) an obligation to have the child examined in a public
psychological and pedagogical counselling (art. 37 sec. 2
point 2 a) EA): Children who realize the schooling obligation
in school are not subjected to such obligatory examination.
Additionally, the requirement that is has to be a public
counselling causes the parent to go to a specific one (they
cannot choose), they have to wait for a long time for dates of
visits and the counsellors often do not issue an opinion in the
required time;
2) regionalization (art. 37 sec. 2 point 1 EA): A parent cannot
apply for a home education permit in a school outside the
voivodship where the child lives, thus they’re not able to
freely choose a school they will be working with in home
education;
3) the obligation for the child to pass classification exams in
each year of studying (art. 37 sec. 4 EA): Children attending
school have to pass such exams only at the end of primary
school and the matura exam;
4) withdrawal of a home education permit in case a child fails
the exam (art. 37 sec. 8 point 2 EA): If a school-attending
student does not get a promotion to the next class, they’re
not forced to change their method of learning or school.
Home educated children are discriminated economically as well.
Their parents pay for everything necessary to realize education
at home, despite the Polish government giving the school only
60% of the standard educational subsidy for 1 student. This
way, children lose the right to 40% of the amount the state
would spend on their education if they attended school. This is
incomprehensible. It’s important to remember that often one of
the parents quits their job to focus on home education, which
worsens the financial situation of those families even more.
Polish lawmaking, despite the restrictions pointed out, puts
Poland between two polarly opposite solutions – home education
in Poland is not as free as in Great Britain, but it is not forbidden
as it is in Germany or Sweden. The international community of
homeschoolers tries to oppose breaking the parents’ rights to
choose their education. In 2012, the 1st Global Home Education
Conference took place in Berlin. That was a gesture of solidarity
with the families living in countries where home education is
forbidden. It was no accident that it took place in Berlin. In this
five-day event, around 200 participants from 6 continents and
28 countries took part – scientists, lawyers, politicians, social
activists and home education practitioners, as well as adult
graduates. During the conference, the Berlin Declaration was
passed, which calls for human rights defenders, governments
and NGOs, government representatives and all citizens of each
country to increase their respect for parents’ rights in terms of the
choice of education and to guarantee that right in both civil and
penal regulations. The conference itself became a cyclic event. The
following conferences took place in Rio de Janeiro (Brasil, 2016),
St. Petersburg and Moscow (Russia, 2018) and this year’s edition
planned for the Philippines will take place online from 9 to 13
November 2020 because of COVID-19.
8
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The legal changes in Poland don’t give hope for the conditions of
practicing home education to get better. However, an increasing
social acceptance of families who decide to home educate gives
more optimism. With the surge of interest in this educational
alternative, information about being able to learn without the
help of school is being popularized. Since over a decade ago,
the Polish home education community has grown extremely.
Thanks to that, it’s more and more rare that families who want
to start home educating are suspected of being in religious cults
and ostracized. Currently, family members and friends suspect
such parents of being unreasonable and taking up too many
responsibilities to bear. However, the stereotype that home
education is connected to isolating children from their peers is
still very much alive.
At the same time, efforts made by the international home
education community are worth supporting. It’s worth it to
popularize knowledge of home education and promote its
accessibility. This mode of learning has many advantages and
allows valuable education for children who feel bad at school,
including those with special educational needs. Among them are
gifted children, for whom learning at school is often inappropriate
for their needs and it hinders their development. In home
education, gifted children can learn in the way most fit for their
psychological construction, intellectual level and social needs. By
conducting home education, one can individualize the educational
activities and their organization, acknowledge the developmental
disharmony, which is a trait of their development and provide such
conditions for them, which let them realize their potential to the
fullest. Modern concepts and ability models accent the meaning
of environment in the gifted child’s development. Françoys Gagné
(2016) and Franz Mönks (2005) showcase the processual nature
of the change of the ability potential had by an individual into
mature talents under environmental conditions (respectively:
Differentiating Model of Giftedness and Talent by Françoys Gagné
and Munich Model of Giftedness and Talent by Kurt A. Heller).
From the research I conducted among home educating families
in Poland stems the fact that home education can give children
much better conditions to develop their ability than school
(Giercarz-Borkowska 2019). Development tasks undertaken within
the framework of home education are characterized by the
individualization of forms, methods and content of learning and
the organization of this process. Various sources of knowledge are
used and education is focused on the development of interests
and abilities and takes place in an atmosphere of emotional
security. Protection of the natural cognitive need of a child and
letting it grow freely becomes an educational priority of the
parents. Much care is also taken in this community of giving the
child opportunities of contact with other people – the myth of
asocial behaviour is not being confirmed. Homeschooled children
in general have satisfactory social relations, although providing
regular meetings with their peers can sometimes be difficult. One
should however assume that thanks to the constantly growing
number of children in home education it will be easier and easier.
Paradoxically, the current pandemic will help this.
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Twice-Exceptional
Learners: What You Do
Not Know, You Do Not
Recognize
MELITA JEREMIĆ, CROATIA

Summary:
I made a film in which I interviewed the parents and the
teacher of a twice-exceptional student. In a semi-structured
interview, they were asked about their feelings and the
challenges they face in working with a 2E learner. The student
was also interviewed.
Based on the theoretical framework I wrote, apart from the
film, the following themes are discussed:
•

•

•
•

the similarities and differences between gifted children
and children with ADHD, as well as the characteristics
that overlap and make identification difficult.
common characteristics of twice-exceptional students
and parents’ concerns related to them – their socialemotional development and academic achievement.
You will hear the voice of parents and the student talking
about the challenges they face
the impairment of executive functions that plays an
important role in our brains
strategies, considered as the most effective and
recommended for working with twice-exceptional
students.

Melita Jeremić graduated from the Faculty of Education and
Rehabilitation in Zagreb in 2000. She has been working at the
Sračinec Elementary School for twenty years as a professional
associate, advising and counseling students, their parents
and teachers. She works with students with behavioural and
learning difficulties. She is a member (educator / lecturer) of
the Centre of Excellence for Communication at the Centres of
Excellence of Varaždin County (European Talent Centre).
She educates teachers, professional associates, principals and
mentors of primary and secondary schools who work with gifted
students.
In May 2020, she completed the Radboud International Training
on High Ability (RITHA) at Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen and
became a RITHA Specialist in Gifted Education.
Contact: melita.jeremic@gmail.com
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Homeschooling in Europe
ANNETTE HEINBOKEL, GERMANY

During the pandemic caused by corvid-19
schools all over Europe – and in the rest
of the world – were closed for weeks,
sometimes for months. As children were

not able to attend school, schools and
families had to do homeschooling. In some
European countries there is a tradition of
homeschooling, in others it is forbidden.

For the following countries answers
are missing: Belgium, Estonia, Finland,
Portugal, Romania, Slovenia and Spain

Homeschooling is allowed in 13 European
states, it is forbidden in five.

Country

Was homeschooling allowed in your country
before the virus hit?

If yes, are there any figures how many families do it?

Austria

YES – In Austria there is no compulsory schooling
but training, i.e. the legal guardians can also take on
the education of their children themselves (officially
domestic lessons, home lessons or homeschooling).
Further information: https://www.familienkarte.at/de/
landesfamilienpreis/rueckblicke/felix-familia-2017/
projekte-felix-familia-2017/detail/familiy_oscar_key.268.
html

More than 2.000 children make use of this form of training
(especially in the area of pre-school and elementary
school, sometimes also at middle school and occasionally
AHS level). The reasons for this are very different. It is
quite difficult for both active homeschoolers and those
interested to get information about and support in
homeschooling.
For further information see link

Czech Republic

Yes, as an experiment for the 1st level (1.-5. grade) of
elementary school since 1.9.1998. The current legislation
allows individual education at the 1st and 2nd level of
primary school in accordance with Section 41 of Act No.
561/2004 Coll. The 1st level since 2004, the 2nd level (6.-9.
grade) since 1.9.2016.

There are about 1.000 children in home education every
year, which is one per mille of schoolchildren. In the last
3-4 years, their number has increased significantly. But it
is a distortion, given that more and more parents would
like to establish small private schools. But these are not
allowed. Instead, parents set up so-called community
groups. Children from these groups are led under the
heading of home education.

Denmark

In Danish law homeschooling is allowed as long as it is Within recent years the amount of homeschooling has
accepted and under supervision by the municipality. It is increased. The amount has increased a little during the
often carried out by a special consultant.
Corona period, but is still very low – about 0,1% of the
total amount of school children. When parents choose
home schooling it is primarily due to the wellbeing of
the child. There may also be specific family traditions or
religious beliefs.
34% of the children with home schooling are recruited
from families with a strong socio economic basis.

England

Yes, but closely monitored, the number is increasing.

Wales

Yes, but closely monitored, less proportion than in dito
England

France

Homeschooling is allowed; no further information
available

Germany

No; only in a few cases, e.g. a severe illness. Apart from The individual German states have figures which are not
that very few parents, often strictly religious, do it despite published
the laws and accept the punishments.

Greece

No; it is not permitted with very few exceptions only in - - primary education, for cases of sudden serious illness and
in close collaboration with the teacher of the class.

10

The figures vary from source to source this is an
approximate number 150.000+. The guidelines on the
Department of Education Website are quite formal and
precise. All families that home educate are inspected –
just like schools – to ensure the parents are giving their
children a good education. There is an association for
parents who home educate.
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Country

Was homeschooling allowed in your country
before the virus hit?

If yes, are there any figures how many families do it?

Hungary

Yes, since 1993 – 2011 then it was changed a bit in 2011
– 2019 and in 2019 it was changed again, you can have
homeschooling but it is more difficult to attain this status
and it doesn’t depend on the headmaster of the school
any more but you have to apply to have this status to
the Educational Office (Background institution of the
ministry of education)
However, homeschooling has always been a complicated
issue; in the attachment you can see the extracts from the
different public educational law, it helps to highlight the
situation

There are about 1.200.000 students in the public education
system including the ones who go to kindergarten (cc.
2.982.000 students). Out of this number (1.200.000)
only 8.602 asked for the possibility of homeschooling in
2019/20 and it was allowed for 5.913 students – so that
was the number of those who learned at home.

Ireland

The Irish tradition of homeschooling started in the There are currently approximately 1.500 students who
1850s. During this time schools were very exclusive are homeschooled in Ireland which represents between
and most of the students were Protestants who were 2-2.5% of the population.
children of British people living in Ireland at the time.
The British were ruling Ireland at this time and did not
wish to educate Irish Catholics, so some of them were
homeschooled by priests until the Catholic religious
orders started founding schools to teach in Ireland in
the Catholic tradition. Subsequently Ireland was slow
to make available provisions for children with special
educational needs so these parents often homeschooled
their children as there were no places in school for them.
Today this has improved and all schools now have some
provision for students with special needs but many
parents have continued to homeschool and this is
supported by the Constitution.

Italy

Yes. For the law, till the age of 16 (that is the end of We do not have access to the exact number of students
compulsory education) you have to be enrolled in a state that are homeschoolers.
school and parents have to sign a document that they
will take care of the education of their children. It is not
compulsory to do an exam each year to pass the year but
you can do in a different year. It is compulsory to take
the exam at the end of each period (elementary, middle
school, high school).

Luxemburg

Homeschooling is not allowed

Netherlands

Homeschooling is not allowed, unless parents have made The Dutch Government may have numbers, however
formal objections based on religious grounds for institu- these are not open for the general public.
tionalised education.

Norway

Education is compulsory, schooling is not. Parents
are obliged to educate their children, and can choose
the local school (i.e. state), a private school or home
schooling. Not many do homeschooling, though.

Poland

Yes, homeschooling (PL nauczanie domowe) has been According to the data of the Ministry of National
possible since 1991.
Education (in 2017) 13.955 children were covered by
homeschooling, which accounted for 0.3% of all students
in schools.

Russia

Yes, homeschooling is allowed according to the Federal In 2019 about 100.000 families used this form of
law.
education for their children.

This is reported by municipalities each year. During
the school year 2019 – 2020, the official number of
homeschoolers are 229 children. Figures are however
probably a bit higher than is actually reported.

>>> next page
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Country

Was homeschooling allowed in your country
before the virus hit?

Serbia

In elementary education, there is no option for online The number of part-time students is not known, since
homeschooling.
they are equalized in diplomas with full-time students.
There is an option for homeschooling in cases of severe
and prolonged illnesses. Schools are obliged in this
case to organize consultations by school teachers or
even teachers, especially engaged to help children with
chronic diseases when staying in hospitals.
Secondary education recognizes part-time schooling
for extremely gifted youngsters in sports and those
with chronic illnesses. Schools are obliged to organize
consultations for them.
At both education levels, the school year ends with
examinations, and they get the same diploma as others.

Sweden

In Sweden students are obliged to physically be in school. I do not know where to find these numbers.
However, homeschooling is allowed in special cases for
example if students can´t go to their school for physical or
psychological reasons. In those cases the school arranges
for a tutor (not necessary a teacher trained person) to
come to the students home to teach her or him and to
help the student make progress.
If parents allow their children to stay at home without
approvement of the school, the parents may have to pay
a penalty fee although it is very, very rare that it goes so
far.

Switzerland

Homeschooling is allowed. Permission is needed, it is In 2018/19 about 2.100 children and youngsters were
supervised by the local education authority.
taught at home.
https://edudoc.educa.ch/static/strukturdaten/pdf_ (https://www.edk.ch/dyn/32612.php)
rohdaten/123a.pdf

Turkey

Homeschooling is not allowed

If homeschooling is allowed, nowhere does
the figure exceed 3 per cent.
The National Correspondents were
also asked how schools handled
homeschooling. The question was: During
lockdown, was it / is it more digital or more
pen and paper? Maybe the answer from
England is typical:
“Mixture, though digital was preferred
in Secondary schools as all pupils tend
to have access to computers. In Primary
schools the picture is less clear - a large
number of pupils do not have a computer
and if there is one it’s a family one. This is
having a huge impact on poor families,
the children are falling further and further
behind. Grave concern, though schools
were open for front line workers’ children
and children with learning difficulties;
very few of the latter group took up the
opportunity.” (Johanna Raffan, England)
Especially poor families have problems if
teaching is done solely via the internet
or sometimes mobile phones. Some
12

If yes, are there any figures how many families do it?

can neither afford the hardware nor the
software nor the price for the service. The
problems are increased when there are
several children who would need a laptop,
plus parents who work in home office. A
stable internet connection is also needed.
If pen and paper are used for learning,
it’s less costly, and all the children in one
family can work on their tasks at the same
time.
Another problem: If teachers are not used
to handing out tasks for homeschooling
that the children can do by themselves
or with the help of parents, things can go
wrong. One mother said about her son,
who was in fourth grade: “At first there was
nothing for weeks, then he got 60 printed
pages with maths tasks.”
How did gifted children fare during
lockdown? There is not much research yet,
but there are anecdotal reports. A group of
parents of gifted children of the German
Association for Gifted Children (DGhK)
were asked about their experiences.
There were 23 families with about 50

gifted children of different ages. The brief
answer: if the children were happy in their
school, intellectually and socially, they
missed school, not just the social contacts.
However, these either attended a private
school or the gifted course of a grammar
school. If this was not the case, the children
blossomed at home and all symptoms of
stress (tummy aches, headaches, fears,
lack of motivation, …) disappeared. Asked
whether homeschooling should continue
for these children, 90 per cent of those
asked said definitely yes (Schmider 2020).

REFERENCES
Silvera Schmider (2020). CORONA: Die beste
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The Complexity of KISS1: A Successful Strategy to Design
Custom Made Interventions for Twice-Exceptional Learners
ELEONOOR VAN GERVEN,
THE NETHERLANDS

The increasing understanding of Dutch
teachers how to optimize education for
gifted students in their regular classrooms
leads to a situation wherein different issues
emerge at the horizon of gifted education
(van Gerven, 2020). Not all gifted students
develop as can be expected based on their
intelligence. Not all gifted students flourish
on applied instructional strategies and the
curricular adjustments recommended to
use when teaching gifted learners. There
can be ecological influences why results
lag behind the expectations and why
applied strategies can be less effective.
However, there may be other reasons as
well. Some of these students are twiceexceptional and they may require a
different response to their needs (Baum et
al., 2017; Foley Nicpon, 2016; van Gerven,
2016). Although Dutch teachers become
increasingly competent to recognize
their gifted students, recognizing twiceexceptional students often remains very
difficult (Foley-Nicpon et al., 2011). During
continuous professional development
courses, Dutch teachers state that the
next step, tuning into the educational
needs of these students, is even more
difficult. Providing meaningful responses
to those needs is easier said than done, and
teachers express the need for continuous
professional development on this specific
topic. As a response to this, we developed
the teacher education course “Specialist
in the Education of Twice-Exceptional
Students”. The core issue for us as teachereducators was the question “How can we
help teachers to profile the educational
needs of twice-exceptional students,
and how can we teach them to design
meaningful interventions?”

1 KISS - Keeping it Simple and Small

The Dutch educational context
For understanding the approach of the
teacher education course on twiceexceptional learners that we have
developed, it is relevant to outline the Dutch
educational system. In the Netherlands, we
have a state school system. The government
funds all state schools. Although under
very strict conditions it is allowed to start
a private school, the regulations to do so
successfully are so complex that private
schools hardly exist. Home-schooling is
not allowed in the Netherlands unless
parents formally object to submit their
child to the regular educational system on
religious grounds. Parents must formalize
this objection before the child reaches the
age that enrolment in the state educational
system is required by law. Once parents
have submitted their child to a regular
form of education, there is no way out and
home-schooling is out of the question.
The average primary school in the
Netherlands has 250 students. Primary
schools are considered large if they
have 400 students or more. The Dutch
educational law requires that each school
provides learning opportunities for all
students, and obviously, that includes gifted
students (Wolters, 2009). Most schools
offer differentiation based on a threetiered structure. In this structure, gifted
children are part of a population of 20%
of the students that have the potential to
achieve at the highest level. Often schools
recognize that differentiation to this extent
is not enough for gifted students and
provide additional coursework to challenge
them (Kuipers, 2016). Schools are at liberty
to provide gifted programmes as pull-out
classes or special projects. However, the
organization of these programmes is not
mandatory. That means that schools can
provide these programmes if they want
to do so, but they do not have to provide
these programmes. Due to the lack of
finances or qualified staff, not all schools
can organize these special programmes. As
collaborating school councils are looking
for options to optimize gifted education,
they increasingly recognize chances to

organize gifted programmes at district
level (Houkema et al., 2018). The selection
for participation in these programmes is
based on various sets of criteria. There is
no such thing as a definition of giftedness
at state level or a definition of giftedness in
the educational law, nor is there a national
set of criteria that determines who is
eligible to apply for a gifted programme.
It can even occur that within one district
different schools apply for their students
to be submitted to the same programme,
but unconsciously underpinning the
application on different sets of selection
criteria (Houkema et al., 2018).
The school size has consequences for the
Dutch system supporting students with
complex educational needs, as in being
twice-exceptional. Seeking assistance from
experts from different fields of expertise,
or getting help from a school psychologist
is very costly and, therefore, these options
are limited. Standardised testing and the
assessment of intelligence is also limited
to a minimum. As a result, our learner
support system is mostly directed by what
teachers can do in a pre-diagnostic stage
(van Gerven, 2016). Gifted students are
often identified as such by using a teachers’
toolkit to identify gifted learners (de Bruinde Boer & Kuipers, 2011; Houkema, 2009;
van Gerven & Drent, 2004-2016). These
toolkits combine teacher and parents’
observations with school achievements,
and the user gets instructions how to
draw conclusions based on the combined
information. For these toolkits, observation
lists are designed. The items on these lists
combine personal traits that are assumed
characteristics of gifted learners and that
can be observed by parents and teachers.
The bandwidth of the scores on the
observation lists determines the conclusion
if it is likely that the child may be gifted. The
reliability of identification of giftedness can
be disputed as none of these toolkits has
been validated.
However, the separate items on these
observation lists can be transferred into
>>> next page
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educational needs (van Gerven, 2015). In
the Netherlands, the notion of educational
needs exceeds the need for curricular
adjustments (Pameijer & Van Beukering,
2007; van Meersbergen & Jeninga, 2012;
van Meersbergen & de Vries, 2017). The
notion refers to needs based on cognitive
style, academic development, interpersonal
functioning, intrapersonal functioning and
sensory motor development. The items on
the observation lists can be used to profile
the student’s educational needs as long as
the items are individually described and
not clustered. The so-created educational
needs profiles can be very powerful
for teachers to set up individualized
meaningful interventions (van Gerven,
2019).
Regarding the identification of twiceexceptional learners an additional problem
occurs. The available toolkits are not reliable
to identify twice-exceptional learners.
Behaviour caused by having a learning or
developmental disability can interfere with
the traits these toolkits use for identification
of giftedness (Baum et al., 2017; Reis et al.,
2014; Trail, 2011). As a result, conclusions
as “not gifted but learning disabled;”“gifted
but underachieving;” or “must be twiceexceptional because the signals we pick
up are too complex to interpret” may be
drawn wrongfully. This is where schools
enter the dodgy field of misinterpretations
of diagnoses, misdiagnoses and missed
diagnoses (Hughes, 2011; Webb, et al.,
2016). However, as long as it is clear that
these toolkits are not to be used to identify
giftedness or twice-exceptionality, they are
very helpful to bring specific individual
educational needs up for discussion with
teachers, parents and the learner involved.
Let it be beyond any doubt that based
on a collection of vague assumptions
what causes a student’s behaviour, one
can never conclude that the student is
a twice-exceptional learner. Formal
diagnostics to conclude whether a student
is twice-exceptional or not are required
before making such a statement (Baum
et al., 2017; Reis et al., 2014). What we can
say is that the student may have specific
educational needs that are insufficiently
met or not met at all under the current
circumstances (van Gerven, 2016). We
may also conclude that the identified
circumstances come with limitations for
the student’s development and well-being.
Theoretically, it may be optimal desirable
14
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to bring in a multi-disciplinary team on
the case to set up an evidence-based
individualized educational plan (BurgerVeltmeijer et al., 2019). However, optimal
desirable and optimal achievable can be
two completely different things in daily
educational practice. Our wishes are often
overtaken by reality and brought back to
realistic proportions. Students, teachers
and parents cannot wait until science
has proven an intervention fit or unfit
for the entire group of twice-exceptional
students. Hence, the utopian notion that
only evidence-based interventions should
be applied should be disregarded.
Keeping all this in mind is important as it
explains why the change- and solutionfocused approach we designed for the
teacher education programmes at our
institute is not limited to formally identified
twice-exceptional learners but is applicable
for all complex situations where custommade interventions are required.
The basic assumption of the changeand solution-focused strategy is the
uniqueness of the educational profiles of
all learners, and in the presented context,
of twice-exceptional learners in particular
(Baum et al., 2017; van Gerven, 2017).
Twice-exceptional learners differ from
each other based on (1) their intelligence
profile; (2) the profile of the learning or
developmental disability; (3) how the
disability interplays with their intelligence
profile and to what extent the interplay
affects the student’s functioning; and (4) the
ecological system wherein they function
(family and home-environment, teacher,
curriculum, physical learning environment
and peers) (van Gerven, 2017). Hence, no
two twice-exceptional students are alike
and individualized educational strategies
are required (Baum et al., 2017; Maddocks,
2020).

Becoming a Specialist in the Education
of Twice-Exceptional Learners: the
Research Programme
The teacher education course “Specialist
in the Education of Twice-Exceptional
Students” is a two-year programme (340
hours) for the continuous development of
teachers and specialists in gifted education
(van Gerven & Weterings-Helmons, 20142020). The programme is designed at

post-master level and is accredited by the
Dutch Association for Higher Education.
This teacher education programme started
in 2014, is unique for the Netherlands and
Flanders, and as far as we know, there is
no equivalent in other European countries
as well. Each programme participant
has a primary education degree and
has completed a specialized continuous
professional development programme
on gifted education. During the first year
of the programme, the participants learn
how to set up custom-made intervention
strategies for twice-exceptional learners.
They use the change- and solution-focused
approach to set up these interventions. In
year two, each participant sets up a case
study based on the combined concept of
action research and educational design,
and conducted in three research cycles
(Gerritsma et al., 2013; Kallenberg, et al.,
2007). Cycle one focuses on exploration,
cycle two and three aim for effective
educational intervention strategies
consecutively implemented as design one
and two.
Completing a case-study has a double
objective in this teacher education
programme. On the one hand, the
participants acquire the professional
strategies and techniques involved in
designing custom made interventions
(Gerritsma, et al., 2013; Kallenberg et
al., 2007). On the other hand, they have
to apply these strategies resulting in an
improvement of the educational context
and the individual development of their
twice-exceptional learner. Each case study
takes one year: the participants start in
September and finish their case study in
June. For their case study, the participants
design a small series of custom-made
interventions focussing on the educational
needs of one twice-exceptional student.
These interventions are designed and
applied from a systemic perspective (van
Gerven, 2019; van Meersbergen & Jeninga,
2012; van Meersbergen & de Vries, 2017).
The participants document each step
of their case study monitoring both the
process and the results (Kallenberg et al.,
2007). At the end of design cycle two, they
all present their case-study.
By now, four cohorts of students have
finished the programme and we have 54
case studies. In 50 cases, the participants
were able to reach the set objectives
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of their interventions. In four cases, the
participants were not as successful as
intended. A first analysis of these cases
showed that if the participant followed
the protocol for exploration and designing
the interventions, at the end of the casestudy the student, the parents and the
classroom teacher concluded that the
interventions were successfully addressing
the educational needs as identified and
selected to work on.
All of our 54 participants worked as
teachers, in-service SENCos2, special
project teachers and coordinators, or as
peripatetic and district SENCos. In most
of their cases, a diagnosis confirming the
student as twice-exceptional learners
was unavailable. However, all the cases
involved complex situations in which signs
of giftedness and signs of having learning
or behavioural difficulties were identified
for their student. It was established
that previous interventions based on
giftedness, disability or both had not been
successful. It was also established that all
parties involved experienced the need for
specific professional learner support.
The reasons for support showed a wide
variety of issues that had to be addressed.
Domains of identified problems varied
from academic achievements, a lack of
effective learning strategies, problems with
executive functioning and executive skills,
coping with meltdowns and dysfunctional
social interactions with classmates to cases
wherein wrongly applied instructional
strategies needed to be excluded as the
cause of the problems in the learning
process.
At the start of their case study, our
participants assumed that: (1) there was no
need for a formal label that classified their
learner as a twice-exceptional learner; (2)
there are no quick fixes and silver bullets
(van Gerven, 2016); (3) the success of the
case-study depends on the collaboration
of all the actors of the students ecological
system (van Meersbergen & Jeninga, 2012);

2 SENCo: Special educational needs coordinator.
Inservice SENCo: works for one school and is there
daily to support teachers
District SENCO / peripatetic SENCO's: works for a local
school council and is there to assist in-service SENCo's
and teachers when the student's needs exceed the
competency of the school to deal with them without
that additional support.
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(4) to change student’s functioning, all
actors in the student’s ecological system
have to change; (5) to interpret observations
from a broad perspective in order to design
well-underpinned interventions theory
is necessary; (6) interventions should be
based on the combination of being gifted
and being learning disabled (Baum et al.,
2014); (7) that a workable design that fits
all actors involved requires all information
focus on the clearly articulated and
realistically stipulated need for change.

And… action
The process of the change- and
solution-focused approach is based on
three important strategies: response
to intervention, the solution-focused
approach and systemic intervention
theories. From an ethical perspective, we
focus on the question: is the need for
change that we strive for a “good” change
and who is this change “good” for (Biesta,
2012; Korthagen, 2017). The procedure
itself shows similarities to the procedure
of response to intervention (Pameijer &
Van Beukering, 2007). It is a continuous
assessment of the situation, responses
and the effects of the response to the
interventions. From a solution-focused
perspective, this process can best be
compared with a treasure hunt. The main
assumption is that a problem is never the
entire day present or active (Caufman &
van Dijk, 2009). That means that even if it
is only for a minute, there are moments
that the problem is addressed effectively,
proving the actors involved are capable
of dealing with the problem and capable
of change. For those situations the actors
in the student’s ecological system have
discovered an intervention strategy that
works, often without consciously knowing
why it works, they just know it does. Hence,
the question becomes relevant how the
successful situation (or is not experienced
as intense as at other moments) differs
from the moments that the problem does
occur. To discover these differences is
the ultimate treasure hunt. The systemic
intervention protocol (SIP) helps to
enhance the chances for success (van
Gerven, 2019). This protocol is a tool that
both can be used to explore the situation
and to design interventions.

As the situations our participants used
for their case studies were very complex,
we strongly emphasized the importance
of the explorational cycle. Participants
experienced this first cycle often as “we
are doing nothing”, as it was not allowed
to implement preliminary interventions
during this phase of their case study.
We referred to this phase as taking
a professional interval to identify what
influences successful interventions and
how the interplay between the actors of
the student’s ecological system can be
incorporated within the intervention
design.
Trail (2011) suggests that the ability for
self-actualisation of twice-exceptional
students is negatively affected. She
describes how four factors relevant
to the student’s learning process are
influenced by the combination of being
both gifted as having a learning disability
and how this affects the student’s ability
for self-actualization. The four factors
she refers to are (1) Cognitive style; (2)
Academic development; (3) Interpersonal
functioning; and (4) Intrapersonal
understanding. This categorization was
used during the exploration to explore the
case systematically and categorize data.
The participants used identical questions
for each category (1) What is according
to the actors the core problem that is
up for change; (2) What are the student’s
strengths and weaknesses in the context
of the core problem; (3) How does the
ecological system interplay with these
strengths and weaknesses in the context of
the core problem; (4) What do the actors in
the ecological system define as the ultimate
need for change in the context of the core
problem; (5) What chances and limitations
may be of influence both on the problem
as on suggestions for interventions?
In the next phase of the exploration,
findings were related to the theoretical
perspectives. The participants explored
what theory was available on the core
problem and how this information was
useful for them to learn to understand
the core problem. They also explored in
the literature what possible suggestions
were made for interventions, i.e. one
participant worked with a student who
had severe anxiety attacks when she had
>>> next page
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to do her course work for mathematics and
whose results lag behind what could be
expected based on her IQ. She explored
what was known from the theory of
gifted learners with dyscalculia and what
interventions were suggested in the Dutch
Protocol for Severe Mathematical Problems
and Dyscalculia (ERWD). She used that
information to get a better understanding
of the core problem.
In the last phase of the exploration cycle,
the participant invited the actors of the
student’s ecological system to stipulate
so-called golden sentences. A golden
sentence always starts with the phrase:
I think things will go better if… and
focuses on suggestions to overcome the
core problem (van Gerven, 2019). These
suggestions from the actors involved were
compared with suggestions the participant
had found in the literature. The participant
in the previous example concluded that for
her student in the past compacting was not
implemented cautiously and as a result, the
student had not developed the necessary
knowledge and skills for mathematics
that were required at her current grade
level. As the student was educated in a
full-service programme for gifted learners,
everybody had high expectations of the
student’s abilities and achievements. Based
on assumptions of the ability of gifted
learners in general, past the pacing, this
student’s curriculum was extended in a
way that she was never able to work in her
zone of proximal development. As a result
of the missing knowledge and skills, the
girl daily experienced series of relevant
failures without experiencing even the
smallest successes. This negatively affected
her concept of self-efficacy for maths and
in the long term her self-concept. This
resulted in anxiety attacks when she had to
do her course work on maths. The golden
sentence “I think things will go better …”
was in this case finished by the student
with the suggestion “… if I am allowed
to exercise maths at a lower grade level
together with another student who works
at this level and the exercises I do become
only slightly more difficult in time”. Her
classroom teacher finished the sentence
almost similar and added “… if I provide
instruction and scaffolding matching
the level of your exercises”. The parents
finished the sentence with “…if we focus
on learning instead of achievements.”
16
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During the following consecutive design
cycles, the participants implemented
relatively small interventions for the
established need for change. Each
relevant actor in the ecological system
had a personal and individualized task.
The teacher, the parents, the student and
sometimes even peers worked together
to make alterations in the curriculum and
the physical learning environment as
successfully as possible (Pameijer & Van
Beukering, 2007; van Meersbergen & de
Vries, 2017). Each actor was encouraged
to contribute three small actions that
were likely to increase the success rate of
implemented strategy and that they were
able to implement daily (Caufman & van
Dijk, 2009). Out of this set of actions, the
student selected the final set of actions,
limiting them to one action per actor.
During their case study, all participants
monitored both the implemented
interventions as the progress in the
student’s development (Kallenberg et al.,
2007). That way they kept track if all actors
involved acted as agreed on and in the
context, they agreed on. Monitoring both
provided the opportunity to evaluate at
the end of design cycle one how and to
what extent progress was made and to
what extent an action contributed to or
had limited the chances for success. That
information was relevant for design cycle
two when effective interventions were
continued and others were modified or
replaced to achieve better results.

Results
Although all our participants originally
felt held back by the detailed cycle for
exploration of the core problem, without
exception they all concluded at the end
of design two that the success of their
interventions found its roots in this detailed
exploration. Finishing the explorative
questions with “in the context of the core
problem” appeared to be essential. Without
this phase, the exploration became
ineffectively wide and most gathered data
were not relevant and therefore not needed
to design a coherent set of interventions.
Irrelevant data muddied the waters and
made it difficult to distinguish where and
when to respond or not (Gerritsma et al ,
2013; Kallenberg et al., 2007; van Gerven,
2015).

The effect of discussing and limiting
the mandate for action with the actors
in the ecological system proofed to be
important for the educational design
(Pameijer & Van Beukering, 2007). It created
ownership towards the need for change
and set a clear outline limiting the domain
for actions. Intended interventions that
exceeded the discussed mandate could
not be implemented. In all our participants’
cases, two design cycles were necessary
to reach success. After design one, not
all participants were able to conclude
that their interventions were successful
yet. Those who were not successful
had ended the cycle of exploration
prematurely, had implemented a design
that was far too complex for the actors
to persevere on expected behaviour, or
had unconsciously left their designed
protocol for interventions and changed
strategies. Narrowing the focus on the
need for change and setting up matching
interventions strictly aiming for the
established need for change proofed to
be relevant as well. KISS (Keeping it Simple
and Small) provided the key structure in
their designs. Enthusiasm sometimes led
to boldness. Adjusting the original design
in cycle two to more easily applicable
strategies or limiting the intensity of chosen
strategies put the participants relatively
easily back on the track for success. In all
cases, our participants’ ability for creative
problem solving and their ability to use
small chances matching the regular
competencies of the classroom teacher
(as developed during their undergraduate
teacher education) contributed to the
success of their designs. Calling on all
actors of the student’s ecological system
created shared ownership and a shared
desire for success. Interventions using
their students’ strengths and resilience
resulting from characteristics of giftedness
combined with the needs directed by the
learning disability proofed to be more
successful than parallel interventions
where they addressed giftedness and
the learning disability separately. In all
cases, the custom-made interventions led
to a diminishing of the established core
problem and an increase of the twiceexceptional students functioning and
well-being in education. In all cases, the
successes ignited the intrinsic motivation
of all actors involved to design actions for
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the nearby future. The creative simplicity
of the interventions contributed to the
intrinsic motivation to persevere on the
selected strategies and their conviction
that success could be on their horizon.
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Busting a Myth – Gifted Learners Are Not Always
Independent Learners – One Size Does Not Fit All!
REBECCA LERVE
AND GERALDINE TOWNEND,
AUSTRALIA

There is a common misconception that
students who are gifted are independent
learners. This statement does not account
for the personality, preferences, ability
and disabilities, and interests of the
student (Manning, Stanford & Reeves,
2010; Thomson, 2010). It is true that
independence is one of the identifying
characteristics of gifted learners, and it is
true that gifted learners can benefit from
independent learning (Rimm, Siegle & Davis,
2018). This is not the core misconception.
The core misconception is twofold. The
first is that all gifted learners prefer to
work independently in all circumstances.
The second is that the ability to work
independently is innate and does not need
to be nurtured, supported, and guided. The
result of this misconception can lead to the
student significantly underachieving. Does
the perception that gifted learners are
independent workers stem from the school
experience of having sub-optimal support
(Hately & Townend, 2020; Townend &
Brown, 2016)? Are teachers assuming that
gifted learners do not need support? The
idea of support comes down to equity;
true gifted learners are working toward
outcomes on the same curriculum as nongifted learners. However, the gifted learner
requires more opportunity to explore
abilities and interest within their gifted
domain.
Gifted learners have reported that, at
times, they are left to their own devices and
must differentiate their own learning, and
use their own unguided curiosity to strive
toward their highest capability (Manning,
Stanford & Reeves, 2010). As Manning and
colleagues (2010) explain, equity is not
giving the same support to every student;
“it seems that sometimes teachers and
other stakeholders in education want
everyone to wear glasses: those who
need them and those who do not”. Equity
for gifted learners does not look like the
18

expectation that students will devise their
own challenges and curriculum. Whilst
devising their own challenge may suit
‘some learners, some of the time’, for other
learners it becomes a serious contribution
to an issue of sustained underachievement
(French, Walker & Shore, 2011). Diversity
of all nature must be embraced in the
classroom so that all students feel
supported (French, Walker & Shore, 2011).

The Twofold Misconception
Some gifted learners are independent
learners and many programmes reflect
this as they encourage independent
learning (Tortop, 2015). Independent
learning can provide students with the
scope to challenge their knowledge
within their gifted domains without
constraining parameters and can be
fruitful for the student’s motivation and
passion. Gifted learners can enjoy the
challenge of searching, collecting and
assimilating information. This enables
students to develop knowledge and skills
within their respective passions, led only
by sheer interest and curiosity (French,
Walker & Shore, 2011). The underlying
issue is exposed when the characteristics
of gifted learners become homogenised,
and the diversity of the individual learner
is neglected such as: Gifted learners
appear to lose interest quickly and would
prefer working on independent projects
(Kamarulzaman, Azman & Zahidi, 2015);
gifted learners are highly motivated in
their learning (Van Deur, 2011); and, gifted
learners will choose to work independently
when offered the opportunity to work with
peers (French, Walker & Shore, 2011).
The reality is more nuanced. Gifted
learners are diverse individuals. Not
providing the student with support
in their learning removes the student
from the context of the social learning
environment (Townend & Brown, 2016).
Without support, the student’s individual
needs are compromised and motivation
can be impacted. A gifted learner thrust
into independent learning will certainly

feel autonomous, however without
the relatedness provided by support,
scaffolding or guidance, the student may
disengage and feel incompetent in facing
the challenge – the student’s potential is
not being nurtured (Sarouphim, 2010). This
can lead to underachievement.
Gifted learners are identified by Figg
and colleagues (2012) as falling into two
categories of underachievement. The first
category of underachievement is expanded
on by Rimm, Siegle and Davis (2018),
identifying ‘disappointment, frustration and
feelings of incompetence’ are the negative
effects of the gifted learner’s perception of
personal responsibility for their learning
– that students are competing against
their own expectations of effort and
achievement. In other words, students feel
solely responsible for their own academic
success and therefore responsible for
failing to meet their own high standards
which results in frustration. Over time,
these feelings of incompetence can
develop into underachieving behaviours; a
reluctance to exert effort driven by this fear
of incompetence or failure. This learner’s
perceived incompetence may be pushed by
their lack of relatedness in the classroom, a
lack of guidance, support or scaffolding
around the learning may be preventing the
student from connecting with their peers
and teacher and from reaching their goals
(French, Walker & Shore, 2011).
The other type of underachiever is as a
‘selective consumer’; an underachiever
who is aware that school is not the only
place where learning occurs (Figg et al.,
2012). This type of underachiever has
the awareness of his competence and
potential, yet lacks the motivation to
engage with learning within the school
environment and recognises that not all of
these students are independent learners.
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Further Evaluation of Literature on
Gifted Education
The notion that gifted learners prefer to
work alone has been debated, based on
factors including: the students they are
being asked to work with and whether
there is choice in who they can work with,
whether there is opportunity to engage
with experts or mentors in the domain
of interest, and whether the perceived
preference to working alone is reliant on
what students have grown accustomed
to in their schooling thus far (French,
Walker & Shore, 2011; Figg et al., 2012;
Kanevsky, 2015). Whilst Kanevsky (2015)
acknowledges that it is not possible to
address the complexity of gifted learners
(due to the diverse and individual nature of
students and the multiple factors that feed
into their preferences), Manning, Stanford
& Reeves (2010) posit that the preferences
do not need to be understood and that
it is more important to offer opportunity
for the gifted learner to choose. French,
Walker and Shore (2011) echo this position,
claiming that gifted learners will benefit
from the opportunity to work alone, and
will also benefit from the opportunity
to work with others when ‘the learning
situation is appropriate to their goals’ and
‘the interaction supports their needs as
well as those of others’. Gifted learners
will benefit from participating in relevant,
valuable ways where their contribution
and approach to learning is respected and
valued, and where they are given autonomy
over how they enact their learning.
Jarvis and Henderson (2015) highlight that
spending time extending and challenging
gifted students is taking away time
spent supporting students who are not
yet meeting the standard requirements
or general learning activities. This argues
that gifted learners must become
independent learners, as teachers do not
have the resources to challenge them.
Whilst acknowledging the limited resource
of time afforded to a teacher in the
classroom, this perspective suggests that
compared to struggling learners, gifted
learners’ needs are not as important, that
supporting gifted learners is an ‘optional
extra’. Is this perspective arguing for equity
in Australian schools? Sarouphim (2010)
presents a model of gifted education
that identifies that the biggest deficiency
in gifted education is caused by “a lack
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of fundamental understanding of the
construct of giftedness” and the belief
that gifted students will thrive irrelevant
of the environment they are subjected
to. Jarvis and Henderson (2015) found
this belief to be evident in Australia and
reinforces that Gagne’s (2013) ‘Theory of
Giftedness’ determines that giftedness may
never be developed into a talent; that
giftedness identifies natural abilities and
potential in a broad domain and requires
resource utilisation and effort to translate
into eventual mastery. The challenge
of the gifted learner, any learner, is to
utilise resources and exert effort to learn.
The gifted learner needs to be provided
with “appropriately challenging learning
opportunities” that nurture the gifted
learner’s abilities.

Influence on Teaching Practice, School
and Government Policy
The misconception that gifted learners
are independent learners is implicitly
impacting teaching practice, school and
government policy. Cheng (2015) identifies
that many parties, including students and
parents, are unhappy with the current
schooling system, and argues that
students should have more choice, more
student-facilitated learning, focusing on
autonomous and individual learning. This
is different to independent learning; Cheng
(2015) recognises that the idea of ‘learning’
does not currently encompass the needs of
gifted learners. NSW government currently
offers both opportunity classes and
selective high schools for gifted learners
(NSW, 2020a).
Current literature debunking the
misconceptions around gifted learners
have led to a mandated gifted education
policy in New South Wales. Under this
policy, the responsibilities to cater to the
diverse and individual learning needs of all
gifted learners fall on executive directors,
educational leadership, principals and
teachers, including monitoring of the
policy’s effective implementation, with
an emphasis on professional learning
for teachers and principals in the most
effective methods of differentiating for
gifted learners (NSW, 2020b).

Recommendations to Nurture Gifted
Learners
Takanishi (2015) suggests that education
leaders must recognise what education
could be, to develop a mindset in students
that they can handle the challenges of
the world they are entering. This type of
continual adaptation will allow education
leaders to pioneer the movement away
from policy with implicit misconceptions
and toward the recommendations of
current literature. With the previous
discussion of the installation of NSW’s High
Potential and Gifted Education policy in
mind, the following recommendations will
be focused on addressing teaching practice
(NSW, 2020b). This is in conjunction with
Jarvis and Henderson (2015) that current
gifted learner education is dependent on
the individual teacher’s decisions around
best practice, best differentiation, and best
approach for their gifted student.
Gifted learners need to be trained in
how to self-regulate their learning.
Cheng (2015) identifies the core values
of student-centred schooling today as
‘learning to be’, which encompasses the
supported development of student’s sense
of self-management, self-confidence, selflearning, self-protection and self-respect.
This idea of ‘learning to be’ aligns with the
professional teaching standard 1: Know
your students (AITSL, 2011). Gifted learners
in secondary schools have insight into how
they best engage with learning (Thomson,
2010; Van Deur, 2011; Figg et al., 2012;
Rimm, Siegle & Davis, 2018).
Collaborating with gifted learners is the best
tool in your teaching kit; the characteristic
of gifted learners as having insight into
their own learning means that students
may know how you can best support them
(Tortop, 2015; Van Deur, 2011; French,
Walker & Shore, 2011). If the students do
not know how you can best support their
learning, self-regulated learning can be
nurtured through development of this
collaboration. In practice, this may look
like collaborating to plan learning goals
and objectives, connecting the students
to experts or learning mentors in their
area of interest, and building opportunities
to challenge the students in both social
and independent settings (Van Deur, 2011;
>>> next page
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Tortop, 2015; Cheng, 2015). The key is in
the collaboration and the assertion that
the student’s gifts are welcome, accepted
and supported in the classroom, and that
gifted learners nurture their self-regulated
learning skills through opportunities to
choose and engage in the learning across a
variety of social and independent methods
(Kanevsky, 2015).

Conclusion
Not all gifted learners thrive as
independent learners. Managing their
own learning can be motivating, but not
necessarily. However, the misconception
that independent learning means leaving
the gifted learner to their own devices is
neglecting the fundamental student needs
of relatedness – to their environment,
context and peers. This can lead to a
decline in perceived competence, which
can lead to student underachievement at
all levels. Collaborating with gifted learners
to determine their learning preferences is
crucial to nurturing their self-regulation,
developing the student’s giftedness into
talent and recognising that the gifted
label does not homogenise the individual,
diverse student. By removing the implicit
homogeny from claims such as gifted
learners are independent learners, through
clarification of what defines giftedness, and
through clarification of what supporting
these learners could look like, we can
overcome the misconceptions that filter
into our schools. So, are gifted learners
independent learners? “As the students
have said, it depends ...” (Kanevsky, 2015,
p.41).
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The School Handbook
for Dual and Multiple
Exceptionality
High Learning Potential with Special
Educational Needs or Disabilities

Too often, there is an assumption that children with special
educational needs or disabilities cannot also be academically
gifted or have other extraordinary talents. Every professional
working in a school needs to know how to meet the individual
needs of learners and this is why we wrote The School Handbook
for Dual and Multiple Exceptionality (DME).
This handbook offers a range of practical strategies to support
special educational needs coordinators, gifted and talented
coordinators, school leaders and governors in developing effective
provision for children that have both High Learning Potential and
Special Educational Needs or Disabilities. Building on the principles
of child-centred provision and co-production, it provides useful
tips on developing the school workforce to better identify and
meet the needs of learners with DME.
Relevant for learners in primary, secondary or specialist settings,
the book focuses on ways of meeting individual needs and
maximising personal and academic outcomes. It includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

An explanation of what DME is and why we should
care about it
Practical advice and guidance for school leaders and
coordinators on developing the school workforce
A discussion of the strategic role of governors and trustees
in the context of DME
Suggested approaches to ensure effective coproduction
between families and professionals
Case studies exploring the experiences of learners with DME
Sources of ongoing support and resources from
professional organisations and key influencers.

This book will be beneficial to all those education professionals
looking to support learners by identifying and understanding
DME. It recognises the central role that leaders and governors play

in setting the inclusive ethos of a school and suggests ways for
schools to ensure that all learners have the opportunity to meet
their full potential.
The book is written by Denise Yates (former Chief Executive of
Potential Plus UK – formerly known as the National Association
for Gifted Children) and Prof Adam Boddison (Chief Executive
of the National Association for Special Educational Needs). Both
Denise and Adam are Directors of the Potential Trust, a charity
established to support children of outstanding natural ability.
This book is published by Routledge and is available to purchase
from
https://www.routledge.com/The-School-Handbook-for-Dualand-Multiple-Exceptionality-High-Learning/Yates-Boddison/p/
book/9780367369583
Adam Boddison: Adamb@nasen.org.uk
Denise Yates: denise.yates2@btinternet.com
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